Exhibiting at SIVAL means:

- Choosing the guarantee and reputation of the SIVAL brand, renowned for its added value: meeting, business and conviviality.
- Taking part in a national reference event for all specialized plant production professionals. You are sure to meet your clients and prospects.
- Improving your communication on your products, skills and innovation.
- Finding innovations and new products is one of the main reasons why visitors come.
- Multiplying your opportunities to network and discuss key issues in plant agriculture.
- Ensuring optimal geographic and sectorial coverage of your customers and prospects. As the only trade fair, SIVAL is held in an exceptional location, at the heart of production areas and easily accessible by TGV train and motorways from all around France and northern Europe.

Dates and opening hours:
Tuesday 14th and Wednesday 15th January: 9am – 7pm
Thursday 16th January: 9am – 6pm

Contact:
Étienne RAIMBAULT
SIVAL Commercial Director
+ Equipment and services for the winemaking sector
etienne.raimbault@destination-angers.com
Tel. +33 (0) 02 41 93 40 43

Jessica LIBAULT
Project manager - Stalls, catering and services for the Fruit, Vegetable and Horticulture sector
jessica.libault@destination-angers.com
Tel. +33 (0) 02 41 93 40 48

Morgane SAGLIO - Project manager -
morgane.saglio@destination-angers.com - Tel. +33 (0) 02 41 93 40 54

Growing success

With 660 exhibitors from the material and services sectors, and 24,000 French and foreign professional visitors, SIVAL is the business and innovation meeting point in France for plant production professionals.
SIVAL is a showcase for innovation

Every year the SIVAL steering committee puts together a programme of conferences and special events focusing on the challenges shaping the future of agriculture. SIS speakers will be joining us to offer professionals some concrete answers regarding the future of their farms.

SIVAL WILL BE BRINGING BACK ITS DEDICATED INNOVATION ZONE IN 2020!

Is your company a start-up with less than 3 years’ experience, with a totally innovative product? Our innovative zone is the perfect spot for you. Get in touch for more information.

High-profile contests to find and champion innovative products

THE SIVAL INNOVATION COMPETITION

Technical and service innovations for plant production professionals are unveiled at SIVAL.

In 2019, the SIVAL INNOVATION contest attracted just under 70 submissions, the French competition dedicated to plant production.

THE AGREEN STARTUP CONTEST

Drawing a bridge between agriculture and innovation, the Agreen Startup contest is based on an idea developed by the Chamber of Agriculture in Pays de la Loire giving students and professionals in the production field the opportunity of redesigning ambitious new projects.

SIVAL: At the heart of the AGTECH movement